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Textured digital elevation models (TDEMs) have valuable use in precision agricul-
ture, situational awareness, and disaster response. However, scientific-quality models are
expensive to obtain using conventional aircraft-based methods. Photogrammetry-based
techniques have no direct measurements, and thus has uncertainty in the reconstruction.
The concept of a texel camera, which has both aerial imagery and ladar measurements from
an inexpensive small UAV, can be used to combine the two methods.
A texel camera fuses calibrated ladar measurements and electro-optical imagery upon
simultaneous capture, creating a texel image. This eliminates the problem of fusing the
data in a post-processing step and enables both 2D- and 3D-image registration techniques
to be used. A texel camera outputs texel swaths during a UAV flight. A swath consists of
an aerial image that is calibrated to associated depth measurements. This thesis describes
an automatic algorithm for registering these texel swaths into a TDEM.
The algorithm involves image processing, 3D geometry, and nonlinear optimization
processes. The algorithm is seeded with a coarse estimate of the position and attitude of
each texel swath capture, obtained using an on-board navigation system. Analysis of several
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data sets registered using this algorithm is shown. This method enables an inexpensive
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The process of creating a 3D terrain map of an area is a challenging, computationally-
intensive task. There are two main camps of established methods doing this, with varying
degrees of accuracy and cost. Using the established methods, there is a trade-off between
accuracy and cost. The first method involves using many aerial images to detect disparity
between points in the images. This is a difficult task as it requires a lot of computer
processing with varying degrees of reliability. In addition, this method does not make
any direct distance measurements. Secondly, using high-precision and high-cost lasers and
positioning equipment, measurements can be taken with a high degree of accuracy. The
cost of this is not insignificant.
In order to combine the two methods, this thesis describes an automatic process which
is a hybrid mixture of the afore-mentioned methods. Utah State University has developed
the concept of a texel camera, which takes both laser measurements and a digital imagery
together in a calibrated fashion. Using both the digital image and laser measurements, the
process described in this thesis enable the formation of a 3D terrain map with almost no
human intervention.
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Robert W. Service
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Three-dimensional representations of a landscape created from small unmanned aerial
vehicles are not only intriguing but valuable in the areas of precision agriculture, disaster
response [1], watershed evaluation, ecology [2], forestry [3], archaeological/historical records
[4], and defense. Value in 3D landscape models increase significantly when there is a texture,
or image, overlaid on the 3D information. This enables, for instance, a farmer to not only
monitor erosion in the field, but also be able to view any invasive species present in the
field. On a more serious scale, it enables the military to identify the difference between
an opposing army truck and a school bus (i.e. similar shapes, but different coloring). The
value of the 3D information combined with digital imagery is skyrocketing in a variety of
applications.
The creation of textured 3D landscapes, or rather, textured digital elevation models
(TDEMs) is a busy area of research. There are many well-established methods for creating
3D representations of landscapes, but each has its strengths and drawbacks. These methods
can be categorized into two camps: photogrammetry and range sensing. Photogrammetry
uses aerial images to triangulate elevation in a scene. Range sensing measures the distances
to the ground from sensors in an aerial vehicle. The most common type of range measure-
ment is ladar (a portmanteau of LAser and raDAR) which uses light, or, more specifically,
lasers, to measure distance.
These two methods contrast two aspects of gathering information. A comparison is
given by Baltsavias [5]. The inherent problem with photogrammetry is that no direct
measurements are made; depth information is inferred. The two inherent problems, one
practical and the other theoretical, with range sensing are (1) cost and (2) identifying pixels
in overlaid imagery to measured 3D points. Thus, there is a trade-off between accuracy
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Fig. 1.1: Gathering data from a small UAV with a texel camera.
(range sensing) and low-cost (photogrammetry), as expressed by Conte et al [6]. This
thesis exploits the idea of using the best of both methods to obtain a TDEM from a small
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and relatively inexpensive ladar system using the concept
of a texel camera. An illustration showing this data collection is shown in Fig. 1.1.
A texel camera captures both a digital image and ladar measurements simultaneously,
and calibrates the information upon capture. This solves the problem of mapping 3D points
to digital imagery in a post-processing step. Due to the nature of many aerial ladar systems,
only a small number of “strips” of range information is gathered at a time; in other words,
due to the moving nature of the vehicle, the system cannot scan the entire scene from
one perspective in space. Because only a small number of strips of ladar information are
captured and to reduce throughput, only the digital image surrounding the strip needs to
be captured. This kind of texel image is called a texel swath. This is shown in Fig. 1.2.
This thesis describes the process of combining texel swaths (with their respective dig-
ital images and range measurements) into a single textured digital elevation model. The
resultant model is accurate because of the measured range measurements, and its texture is
3
EO Image Ladar Shots
Fig. 1.2: Texel swath concept.
reliable because it is calibrated to the range measurements. The trade-off between cost and




The concepts in photogrammetry have existed for decades [7], and have evolved from
film-based imagery to digital imagery [8]. Photogrammetry allows images taken from an
aerial vehicle to be triangulated and reconstructed into a 3D scene. This is analogous to
stereo vision, but with many more points of view. A survey of image registration methods
is given by Zitova [9]. Typically, points are identified from image-to-image, matched [10],
then triangulated. This can be done manually or automatically [11]. If done manually, the
risk of a human error is present. Thus, robust algorithms for completely automatic methods
are desired [12–15]. Rather than create an TDEM, other methods focus on extracting 3D
objects such as buildings [16–18]. Most methods require calibrated cameras and large aerial
vehicles, but other methods do not [19,20].
Because of 3D-to-2D projections inherent in taking a photograph, scale information is
lost. This can be offset to some degree using ground control points (GCPs) or a 2D base
map [21]. Other methods include matching aerial imagery to existing 3D information [22].
4
Range Sensing
Range sensing measurements are only as accurate as the knowledge of the point from
which they are measured [23], and, thus, high-precision inertial navigation systems (INS)
and global positioning systems (GPS) must be used to ensure the resulting 3D measurements
are accurate. These position and attitude systems are expensive. The ladar equipment is
also expensive. However, with the expense comes great accuracy in the resulting landscape
models. An aerial digital image can be overlaid on top of the 3D model in post-processing so
a TDEM is formed [24–28], which is not a trivial process. There has been other work done
integrating range sensing and photogrammetry [29–33], but still require a post-processing
step.
1.2 Contribution
Rather than registering digital images to a point cloud, this thesis describes registering
texel swaths, which are bundles of imagery and points, to one another. In other words,
both the point cloud and digital image locations on that point cloud are adjusted during
the registration.
Because the digital image of a texel swath has one dimension that is significantly
larger than the other dimension, photogrammetry techniques may fail because there are
not a large number of pixels in the overlapping regions, and good matching points may not
be automatically selected. This is mitigated using the techniques presented in this research.
Additionally, a cost function which incorporates the 3D point measurements (as well as
point-matching techniques on the images) is used to minimize the system error in the 3D
reconstruction. The measured 3D points reduce the scale ambiguity of the image matching
and help recover the relative location and pose of each camera, enabling 3D points to be
accurate. Because of these technical advantages, this research is a valuable contribution in
creating TDEMs.
This low-cost yet accurate ability to create a TDEM enables a farmer to have a field
surveyed multiple times during a single season for erosion control, environmental planning,
and evaluation of watering needs. It allows for a watershed to be mapped several times
5
during the course of the annual runoff to monitor changes in river bank structure. It allows
for quick assessment of a battlefield or rural location. It has valuable use because it is a
low-cost alternative to high-cost methods.
Chapter 2 outlines the concept of the texel camera as well as the basics of camera
geometry and image processing. Chapter 3 explains the mathematical basis for creating
a TDEM from texel swaths and the optimization process. Chapter 4 describes the data
collection and experimental registration results. Finally, Chapter 5 offers a conclusion.
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Chapter 2
Texel Camera Basics, Camera Geometry, and Image
Processing Techniques
This chapter introduces the concept (Section 2.1), design, and calibration (Section
2.2) of the texel camera used for the research presented in the document. It also introduces
basic 3D rotations for representing a camera in 3D space (Section 2.3), as well as projections
from 3D space onto the camera image plane (Section 2.4). Furthermore, image processing
concepts such as homography (Section 2.5), Harris features points (Section 2.6), normalized
cross-correlation (Section 2.7), and epipolar geometry (Section 2.8) are introduced.
2.1 Texel Cameras: System Overview, History, and Definitions
The Center for Advanced Imaging Ladar (CAIL) at Utah State University (USU) has
developed the concept of the texel camera [34]. This camera captures both color and depth
information simultaneously, creating a 2.5D image (a 3D image captured from a single point
of view), called a texel image. This information is calibrated upon capture.
A texel image is a collection of data containing range measurements which are mapped
through a calibration process to an electro-optical (EO) image, more commonly known as
a digital image. That is, each depth measurement is assigned a calibrated location on the
EO image. The EO image has a higher resolution than the depth measurements; there is
texture information between measured points. An example texel image of the author is
shown in Fig. 2.1.
A texel camera is a device used to capture texel images. The device used in this research
is a second-generation handheld texel camera. It incorporates a depth sensor as well as an
EO sensor arranged in such a way that the sensors have a common center of projection
(COP). These sensors (cameras) are calibrated to produce a texel image.
7
Fig. 2.1: Example texel image showing the author at his desk.
2.2 Optical System Design and Calibration
The second-generation handheld texel camera consists of two co-boresighted cameras:
a PMD flash ladar camera (CamCube 2.0) and a Micron/Aptina EO camera. The pinhole
camera model is assumed for each camera. Also mounted on the device is a Vector-Nav
VN-100 Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS) to record camera orientation. In
this document, the pinhole is also referred to as the camera center of projection (COP), or
merely the camera center. The pinhole model is shown in Fig. 2.2. The cameras must be
calibrated to one another.
To ensure the depth and EO cameras are co-boresighted, their respective COPs must
be located at the same point in space. This ensures that the cameras see the same scene
from the same perspective; i.e., there is no parallax between the cameras.
8
Image Plane
Camera Field of View
Pinhole (Camera Center)
Fig. 2.2: Depiction illustrating the pinhole camera model. All rays are assumed to pass
through a single point, the camera center.
The depth camera operates at a wavelength of 870 nm, in the near-infrared (NIR)
range, while the EO camera operates at normal optical wavelengths (approximately 400
to 700 nm). Because the cameras operate at different wavelengths, their sensors can be
co-boresighted using a type of beam-splitter called a cold mirror. A cold mirror transmits
NIR wavelengths and reflects optical wavelengths. The cameras can then be placed at
different locations while viewing the same scene from the same perspective. The cold mirror
transmission curve is shown in Fig. 2.3, courtesy of Edmund Optics [35].
The depth and EO cameras can then be aligned such that there is no parallax between
their images. There is a small amount of refraction in the cold mirror as the NIR rays
pass through it. There are also lens aberrations and other imperfections in the optical
system, most notably the barrel distortion of the EO camera. Most of these effects can
9
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Fig. 2.3: Transmission and reflection curves for a cold mirror.
be compensated for in a geometric calibration of the camera. A ray diagram of the texel
camera is shown in Fig. 2.4.
2.2.1 Calibration
Budge and Badamikar [36] describe a calibration process for the first-generation hand-
held texel camera. It involves three steps:
1. Camera Alignment This calibration step removes the parallax between the depth
and EO cameras.
2. Geometric Calibration This step removes the lens distortions and maps the depth
camera measurements to the EO image.
3. Depth Calibration This step calibrates the depth measurements correcting for flat-
field, ladar range-intensity (wiggle error), and the origin of the measurements.
The calibration for the second-generation texel camera follows the first two steps closely.
However, for the depth calibration, Budge and Badamikar assume access to the raw, uncor-
rected depth measurements from the depth sensor. The depth sensor used in the second-
generation texel camera, the PMD CamCube 2.0, automatically corrects for wiggle error,





Fig. 2.4: Ray diagram of a handheld texel camera. The red dots show the camera COPs.
The blue and green rays represent the edges of the field of view (FOV) of each camera.
calibration procedure. Details about the process and mapping equations used in Steps 1
and 2 are given by Budge and Badamikar [36].
Camera Alignment
The camera alignment involves iteratively adjusting the location of the cold mirror
and, if necessary, the relative locations of the depth and EO cameras. There are adjustment
screws which easily allow this to happen.
When a camera is rotated about its COP, there is no parallax introduced during the
rotation. A panoramic camera mount was used to find the COP of the depth camera. The
EO camera location or the orientation of the cold mirror is adjusted so the EO camera has
its COP at the “same location” as the depth camera.
To determine if there is parallax introduced during the rotation on the panoramic
mount, two paper triangles are placed at different distances from the camera. When the
camera is looking directly at these triangles, they are positioned such that two vertices
appear to be touching. If there is parallax, the triangles will no longer appear to be touching
when the camera is rotated. If there is no parallax during the rotation, the triangles will not
move with respect to one another in the image, and the point about the rotation occurred
is considered the COP. This setup is shown in Fig. 2.5. Once the COP is found, the line of
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Texel Camera
on a panoramic mount
axis of rotation Line of sight
from texel camera
Fig. 2.5: Setup for finding the COP of the depth camera and adjusting the cold mirror and
EO camera locations.
sight will pass through both triangle vertices no matter the rotation about the COP. This
process is done both for both horizontal and vertical axes of rotation.
Geometric Calibration
Once the cameras are known to be co-boresighted, the depth camera pixels are mapped
to the appropriate positions in the EO image. Concurrently, the images are calibrated to
remove any lens distortion. This is done by taking many images of a checkerboard pattern
from different perspectives using both cameras. In addition to 3D points, the depth camera
also returns an intensity image. These intensity images of the checkerboard pattern are
analyzed in the MATLAB Camera Calibration toolbox [37] to calibrate the depth camera
(i.e. remove nonlinear distortion). Once the depth camera is calibrated, corresponding
points in the EO image are identified. A pixel-by-pixel mapping is defined between the two
images. At this point both images are calibrated to one another. Each depth pixel has a
calibrated location in the EO image.
Range Calibration
The range calibration is the most involved calibration. Many things affect the final
range measurement including individual pixel variations, intensity of the return signal, and
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the location of the measurement origin. The measurement origin is discussed by Budge and
Badamikar [36]. The PMD camera range measurements have a standard deviation of about
four millimeters for areas of the image with good intensity returns.
Flat-field Calibration
When taking depth measurements of a flat wall of constant intensity, it is expected
that the resulting measurements reflect a plane in 3D space.
In reality each depth pixel’s response may differ from one another, making the plane
look noisy. However, much of this error is not randomly distributed but structured. That is,
each pixel has a consistent error in its measurement. For example, one pixel may consistently
make measurements that are one millimeter closer than the true value. Another pixel may
make measurements that are two millimeters farther than the true value. When taking an
image of a flat wall, the resulting 3D measurements will not exactly be a plane.
This is corrected by averaging many range measurements of a flat wall to remove the
zero-mean random noise, leaving structured error. This error offset is assigned pixel-by-
pixel. This range error is simply added to the original range measurement, pixel-by-pixel.
Intensity Calibration
Because the manufacturer of the depth camera incorporates a built-in calibration which
removes wiggle error, there is no need to follow the procedure in Budge and Badamikar which
calibrates out wiggle error. However, there are still errors related to the intensity return for
each pixel that are unaccounted.
A flat wall at a known distance is used as a scene. Rather than having a constant
color (as in flat-field calibration), colors with varying NIR intensities are placed on the wall.
Many measurements are averaged together to remove the random noise. The error and
intensity for each pixel is evaluated, based on error from the plane representing the wall.
A polynomial is fitted to the data to describe the relationship between error and intensity.
To correct for the intensity error, the error offset calculated by the polynomial relationship
is simply added at each capture.
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The variations in the error increase significantly for lower intensity. It is difficult to
make an accurate measurement with low intensity returns.
2.3 Camera Location and Attitude Convention
This section outlines the basic convention used in the CAIL research group for camera
attitude and location, and, more generally, 3D isometric rotations.
2.3.1 Quaternions
Quaternions are a 4D representation of a number q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k where
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1. It is an extension of complex numbers. They were discovered by
the 19th Century physicist Sir William Rowan Hamilton, who famously carved an equation
in a bridge [38]. Quaternions are usually applied in engineering and computer graphics
as a way to describe 3D rotations. Just as complex numbers can be used to describe 2D
rotations, quaternions can be used to describe 3D rotations. Quaternions are better (in
most applications) than Euler angles because there is no gimbal lock in quaternions, and
there is no need to order yaw, pitch, and roll angles. Quaternions can be best described by
the axis-angle representation of a rotation in space.
Geometrically, a rotation can be viewed as having a rotation axis (vector in 3D space)
and an angle θ about the axis. This is shown in Fig. 2.6.
(x,y,z)
θ
Fig. 2.6: Axis-angle representation of a rotation.
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q1 = x sin(
θ
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q2 = y sin(
θ
2)




There is ambiguity with the axis and angle representation if the axis is in the opposite
direction and the angle is negated. Quaternions are often referred to as having a scalar
component (q0) and a vector component ([q1, q2, q3]). Some conventions place the scalar
component after the vector component, but this document will use the scalar-first conven-
tion. Rotating points using quaternions and translation vectors is described in Section 2.3.3.
The attitude (orientation) of an object or camera can be described as a 3D rotation from a
reference orientation.
2.3.2 Camera Location and Attitude as a Matrix
The location and attitude of each camera in a set of observations can be represented by
seven parameters: a normalized quaternion rotation and a 3D translation vector relative to
some world coordinate system O. Symbolically, these values can be represented as a vector.
The jth camera location and attitude is given by aj = [qj0, qj1, qj2, qj3, tjx, tjy, tjz]
T . For
this document, the scalar component of the quaternion is qj0.
These values can be represented as 3× 4 matrix


























































































which is recorded at the time of capture for each texel swath. The location of the
jth camera center in the world coordinate system is tj = [tjx, tjz, tjz]
T . There is another
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convention that is just the opposite: the translation (and rotation) is viewed as the location
(and attitude) of the world coordinate system relative to the jth camera coordinate system.
By definition, the world coordinate system matrix is defined as
[RO|tO] =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
 . (2.3)
The matrices [Rj |tj ] represent the attitude and location of each capture j, relative to the
world coordinate system matrix.
These matrices allow for the mapping of 3D points from one coordinate system into
another when the 3D points are represented as homogeneous coordinates. In this document,
the term “camera” will refer to a texel swath capture with a specific attitude and location.
The matrix representation of a quaternion is used because it requires the matrix to be
orthonormal.
2.3.3 Moving a Point Into Another Coordinate System
Moving a 3D point χj = [χjx , χjy , χjz ]
T from the jth camera coordinate system to the










































































































Conversely, moving a 3D point χO = [χOx , χOy , χOz ]
T from the world coordinate system



































































































(note the transpose on the rotation matrix).
The asymmetry in the coordinate system transformations (2.4) and (2.5) is due to the
use of homogeneous coordinates.
2.4 Normalized Image Plane Projections
When a camera is calibrated, all lens distortion effects are removed. This means a
straight line in the scene will be a straight line on the image; it will not appear bent. The
normalized image plane is a concept used to show the locations of the projections of 3D
points onto the image. It can be taken either behind (as in Fig. 2.2) or in front of the
camera (as in Fig. 2.7). If it is behind the camera, the images appear upside-down and
reflected left-to-right.
Convention in this document will place the normalized image plane in front of the
camera, perpendicular to the look-direction at a distance of one distance unit (meter in
this document). Because the camera is calibrated, the coordinates on the normalized image
plane can be transformed into column-row coordinates on the associated digital image. If
the look-direction of the camera is the positive z-axis, then the normalized image plane is
found at z = 1 meters away from the camera center along the principal axis of the camera.
A 3D point can be projected into the normalized image plane by using the techniques
described in this section. In addition, an alternative to the Cartesian coordinate system
using projection points and ranges are discussed. The relationship between the normalized
image plane coordinates and column-row image indexing is described.
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z = 1
Fig. 2.7: Normalized image plane illustrations.
2.4.1 Projection into the Normalized Image Plane
A 3D point χij = [χijx , χijy , χijz ]
T in the jth coordinate system can be projected onto










where xij and yij represent the normalized image coordinates of the i
th 3D point χij pro-
jected into the image plane j. Often a projection will be expressed in homogeneous coordi-
nates by adding an extra dimension, usually a one in the third coordinate (this enables some
nonlinear relationships to become linear). The normalized image plane in this convention
is a plane that lies at χjz = 1. It is important to realize the camera projection concept
follows from the pinhole model of a camera, and is derived using similar triangles. This is





projection of 3D point
3D point
Fig. 2.8: A diagram showing the projection of a 3D point onto the normalized image plane.
Any 3D point along the dotted line will project to the same point on the normalized image
plane.
Information about the absolute size of an object is lost during a projection. This
concept might be best explained by a natural phenomenon. From the surface of the Earth,
the Sun and Moon appear to be the same size. In reality, the Sun is much larger than the
Moon. However, they appear the same size because the Moon is much closer to the Earth
than the Sun. The images projected onto the human retina lose 3D information about
the actual sizes of the Sun and Moon, but retain only the sizes of their projections. The
projection size depends upon not only the absolute size, but also the distance at which it is
being projected. This is why scale is lost when 2D images are used for 3D reconstruction.
A 3D point χiO = [χiOx , χiOy , χiOz ]
T in the world coordinate systemO can be projected
onto the kth image plane by first moving the point into the kth coordinate system using
(2.5), then projecting onto the image plane as described in (2.6).
2.4.2 Projection and Range: An Alternative to Cartesian Coordinates
When a 3D point is projected onto a normalized image plane, information about the 3D
nature of the point is lost. That is, given coordinates on the normalized image plane, these
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coordinates represent the projection of any of the 3D points lying along the ray passing
through it and the camera center. In other words, any 3D point lying along that ray will
project to the same point on the normalized image plane. However, if, in addition to the
projection coordinates, the range from the camera center were known, then the 3D point
could be represented uniquely. Thus, projection-range coordinates can be equivalent to
Cartesian coordinates (except for some singularities), given that all points of interest lie in
a hemisphere.
There are singularities which occur in the projection-range coordinate representation
that do not occur in Cartesian coordinates. These singularities occur when converting from
Cartesian coordinates to projection-range coordinates. If a Cartesian point’s z-value is zero,
then the projection of that point onto the image plane is undefined. If the Cartesian point’s
x- or y-value is at ±∞, the projection is also undefined. In addition, an ambiguity occurs
when the points span different hemispheres. A projection point can represent points both
in front of and behind the camera center. Given that points are not at zero or infinite, and
all lie in a common hemisphere, the representation is unique and one-to-one.
The equation for converting a Cartesian coordinate χij to projection-range coordinates











































Both (2.7) and (2.8) apply unambiguously for points lying in the hemisphere directly
in front of the camera. Both coordinate systems are relative to the camera center, with
orientation aligned with the look direction and the image axes. The concept of projection-
range coordinates is shown in Fig 2.9.
2.4.3 Normalized Image Plane and Column-Row Coordinates
Because the EO image is a calibrated image, the x-y coordinates on the normalized
image plane can be mapped to the column-row pixel coordinates of a digital image. This is







where αx and αy are “focal distances” in the x- and y-directions, respectively, s represents
the skew of the x- and y-axes, and (x0, y0) represents the principal point (intersection of
the look direction with the digital image). It is often assumed the skew is zero. To make
these concepts more concrete, αx is a scale factor relating “distance” in the normalized
image plane to pixel “distance” in the associate digital image. The same goes for αy. The
principal point can be considered the pixel coordinates of the “center” of the digital image.
“Center” in this context does not mean the middle pixel of the digital image, but rather
the pixel coordinates which represent the origin of the normalized image plane; i.e., the
intersection of the principal ray and the normalized image plane.















Fig. 2.9: Projection-range coordinate system.
The negative on αy is due to the fact that the row-coordinate increases in the downward
direction while the analogous y-coordinate increases in the opposite direction. The principal
point for a given digital image can change when rows and columns are “trimmed” from the
image. If the EO image is “zoomed” then the focal distances change, although this is usually
not a concern.
In a digital system, pixels are indexed in an array using integers. These digitized pixels
are sampled representations of the continuous column-row coordinate system. A location
on an image can be a non-integer pixel location. If a pixel value needs to be interpolated
between integer locations, there are established methods of performing interpolation [39].
A pixel p = [c, r, 1]T can be mapped to normalized image plane coordinates n =
[x, y, 1]T by applying the inverse camera calibration matrix n = K−1p. Similarly, normal-
ized image plane coordinates can be mapped to a pixel value by p = Kn.
Thus the normalized image plane coordinates and the column-row coordinates are
equivalent representations of a given projection point for a calibrated camera. A graphical










Fig. 2.10: A comparison of image coordinate systems. The left image shows the column-
row coordinate system, with the origin as the upper-left pixel. The right image shows the
normalized image plane coordinate system, with the origin being the principal point.
example, given a 3D point in space, to find the pixel location of its projection onto the
image.
2.5 Homography
A homography describes how the pixel coordinates of a given image are related to the
pixel coordinates in another image of the same scene. In other terms, if there are two images
of the same scene, a point in the first image can be mapped to the same point in the second
image using the homography relationship; i.e., it is a 2D coordinate system transformation.
However, the scene (3D world which the image represents) needs to have certain properties
for the homography to apply. A homography can be formed between two images when there
is no parallax in the images. This restricts the scene to be a plane. The idea of using a
homography to map corresponding points from one image to another is shown in Fig. 2.11.
The planar scene assumption is important as it allows the relationship to be linear.
Most scenes are not planar, but can, however, be approximated by a homography rela-
tionship. The discussion in this section will assume a planar scene to describe the theory.
The only exception to the planar-scene requirement for the homography is when images
are taken when the only motion the cameras have undergone is rotation about the camera
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Image 1 Image 2
Fig. 2.11: Mapping corresponding points using a homography. The red points in Image 1
are mapped to the blue points in Image 2 using a homography.
center. No parallax is introduced in this case, and a homography holds. This is the idea
behind panoramic photos.
Pixel coordinates are often given by the column-row indices (a 2D coordinate system) of
the digitized image. A homography is simply a 2D coordinate system transformation applied
to digital images. A pixel coordinate, though, needs to be expressed as a homogeneous
quantity, in which the third element is equal to a scale factor (usually one); for instance,
the 2D pixel p1 = [c1, r1, 1]
T . A homography, then, is a 3 × 3 matrix in the case of a 2D
coordinate system.
2.5.1 Types of Homography
There are several types of homographies, each with a different number of degrees of
freedom. When a homography is applied to an image, the image becomes warped. The
magnitude of warping is defined by how well lengths and angles are preserved when the
homography is applied. In each type of homography listed below, a square is warped per
the homography parameters and the resulting shape is described. A homography is unique
only to a scale factor, which is apparent to anyone familiar with homogeneous coordinates.
Thus, in general, the relationship p2 = Hp1 does not hold and should more correctly be
written as wp2 = Hp1 where w is a scale factor. Alternatively, this can be written as
p2 ∼= Hp1. For certain matrix structures, w = 1 as explained below.
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 = Hp1 (2.11)
where cm and rm represent the column-row coordinates in the image m. A square remains a
square in this transformation, although it is translated from its original location by (tc, tr).
The scale factor w = 1 is due to the bottom row of H being [0, 0, 1].








A square remains a square, but is rotated and translated in the Euclidean homography.
With increasing complexity, a similarity transform can be introduced
H =

s cos(θ) −s sin(θ) tc
s sin(θ) s cos(θ) tr
0 0 1
 (2.13)
which means size can change, depending on the value of s. A square remains a square, but
a different size, in addition to any rotations and translations.







where each matrix elements loses its individual meaning. A square becomes a parallelogram,
in addition to any scaling, rotations, and translations.
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where the resulting 3 × 1 vector must be normalized (by the scale factor) such that its
third element is equal to 1. The scale factor is related to the non-zero elements in the
bottom row and the point p1 by w = (h31c1 + h32r1 + 1), and is w 6= 1 in general. Most
of the homography relationships in this document will be referring to the scale-invariant
projective transform. In this case, a square becomes a quadrilateral with scaling, rotation,
and translation.
The idea of a homography can be extended to 3D points (in homogeneous coordinates)
and H becomes a 4 × 4 matrix. For coordinate system transformations described in Sec-
tion 2.3.3, these are a 3D form of a Euclidean homography, where angles and lengths are
preserved.
2.5.2 Finding a Homography using Matching Points
A homography between two images can be determined by choosing many matching
points and finding a least-squares solution using the singular value decomposition (SVD).
This derivation will use the scale-invariant projective transform, but can be applied to the
other transforms.
















 = Hp1. (2.16)









(h21c1 + h22r1 + h23), and, (2.18)
w = (h31c1 + h32r1 + 1). (2.19)
Multiplying each side of (2.17) and (2.18) by w, and substituting (2.19) then gathering
the hij terms
−h11c1 − h12r1 − h13 + h31c1c2 + h32c2r1 + c2 = 0, and (2.20)
−h21c1 − h22r1 − h23 + h31c1r2 + h32r2r1 + r2 = 0 (2.21)
which can be written in matrix form as
−c1 −r1 −1 0 0 0 c1c2 c2r1 c2


















Ah = 0. (2.23)
Each pair of matching points contributes two rows to A. Since there are eight unknowns
in the scale-invariant projective transform, a minimum of four pairs of points are needed to
find a solution for h. The least-squares solution is found using the SVD of the matrix A.
The solution vector h is a scalar multiple of the right singular vector corresponding to the
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smallest unique singular value. Because scale can easily be dealt with by normalizing the
last element to one, the SVD gives good results. It is wise to pre-condition the data before
forming the matrix A [40]. Once finding the matrix elements, they can be scaled to any
desired degree to allow for any scaling present in the homography.
Because there may be noise or inaccuracies in the column-row coordinates of the match-
ing points, it is surmised that if many more points are selected than the minimum number
needed for the calculation, the solution is better. However, solving Ah = 0 does not ac-
count for the presence of any outlier points in the data set. These outliers can be filtered
out using the Random Sampling Consensus algorithm, and finding matching points is given
in Sections 2.6 and 2.7.
2.5.3 Random Sampling Consensus
Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC) is a technique used to find the best solution
for a given model in the presence of outliers [41]. Given a large data set to model, RANSAC
iteratively takes small subsets of the data, finds the model which best fits the subset, and
determines the number of inliers of the whole set based on an inlier threshold. It stores the
best model, in terms of number of inliers, for the data and returns its value.
In the application of finding a homography using matching points, RANSAC randomly
selects a small number of matching points, then uses the SVD to find the associated model
for these randomly selected data. Then it tests this model on all the points in the data set.
If the cost function between a point using the model and the actual value of the point is
less than a threshold, it is considered an inlier. In this case, Euclidean distance is used; in
other cases Sampson distance can be used. Once the number of iterations is exhausted or
a good model is found, the homography with the most number of inliers (or the least error
in case of a tie) is considered the best homography for the data.
2.6 Harris Feature Points
A digital image often contains information much greater than its individual pixel values.
An image can convey essence. This is evident when a human focuses his or her eyes on
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the person in a portrait instead of the blurry background. The collection of pixels convey
meaning. Digital processing of images, on the other hand, does not consider essence or
meaning as humans do. However, mathematically different pixels or areas of an image
can have greater value than other pixels or areas. “Value” is a subjective term and, for a
researcher, depends on the specific application. The desired goal is to find unique points
in images which can be used to find a homography relationship. These unique points are
feature points.
There are many different types of feature points, and they can represent edges, corners,
blobs, and, more generally, interest points. Each has its strengths and weaknesses. Feature
point-finding is a strong research area. The discussion here will focus on a simple, well-
established feature point finder, the Harris Corner Detector.
The Harris Corner Detector [42], developed in the 1980s, finds corners of objects in
images. “Corner” is a subjective term, but the Harris Corner Detector attempts to describe
a corner as a pixel that represents large gradients in both directions. Because of aliasing,
resolution, blurring, rotation, and other image non-idealities, a given pixel identified as a
corner in one image may not be identified as a corner in another image of the same scene,
although the images may look similar. If these non-idealities are small, then corners will be
found in similar places of images of the same scene. The Harris Corner Detector needs to
be tuned for particular applications and types of imagery.
The Harris Corner Detector algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Harris feature points will often occur at common points in two images of the same scene
taken from different perspectives, although rotation, lighting, and other non-idealities can
cause this to fail. However, if the perspectives are close, then there is a high likelihood that
feature points will represent common points between the images. Given that two feature
points match, they can be used to find a homography relationship between two images. The
criteria for matching is discussed in 2.7.
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Algorithm 1 Harris Corner Detector Algorithm
1. Compute the image gradients in the row and column directions, Dr and Dc.
2. Multiply point-by-point to find image planes Srr = Dr × Dr, Scc = Dc × Dc, and
Scr = Dr ×Dc.
3. Gaussian filter Srr, Scc, and Scr to remove high-frequencies.
4. Compute detector response point-by-point R = (SccSrr − ScrScr) − k(Scc + Srr)2
where k is on the range (0.04 − 0.06). An alternative detector response is given by
Noble [43] in her thesis: R =
SccSrr − ScrScr
Scc + Srr
. Note this response does not depend on
an arbitrarily-picked or empirically-determined constant k.
5. Find each peak in the detector response above a threshold in a given area. Each of
these peaks is considered a corner or Harris feature point.
2.7 Normalized Cross-Correlation
Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) determines the similarity between two image patches
so patches can be matched to one another. It is similar to 1D correlation (time-reversed
convolution), but generalized to 2D signals (imagery). Like in 1D, the fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) can be used for computation of 2D correlation, although there are some caveats.
The image patches of interest do not need to be square, but they need to be of the same
dimensions. It is normalized in the sense that it returns a value on the interval [−1, 1], such
that different pairs of patches can be compared on the same scale.
For two patches centered about by a given pixel p1 = (c1, r1) in the first image and





















(Im2(c2 + c, r2 + r)− µ2)2
)
(2.24)
where Imj(·, ·) represents image j, and µj represents the mean pixel value of the patch j.
Typically, N = M making a square patch.
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If NCC is done on a color image, each of the color planes is done individually, then the
scores are averaged or summed. Normalized cross-correlation is not rotation-invariant; i.e.,
when comparing the same image patch, it does not indicate a match when the patches are
rotated from one another about the center pixel. This can cause problems when trying to
find a homography between images with significant rotation. In addition, significant lighting
changes within the patches can cause NCC to give bad results. Perspective differences and
bland image areas can also cause the NCC to give low scores.
When the NCC score is above a threshold, the points can be considered putative
correspondences. In other words, the points probably represent the same point in the scene
because their NCC score is high. One can hold the patch Im1 stationary while moving the
patch Im2 around in a small area (i.e. changing its center coordinates (c2, r2)), searching
for the best NCC score. This is shown in Fig. 2.12, with the top image as Im1 and the
bottom image as Im2. The best match for Im1 will be the location of Im2 that gives the
best NCC score. The centers of each patch can be considered putative correspondences.
Improvements to NCC may include those listed by Giachetti [44]. Because the end goal
is to match image patches, perhaps a more computationally-effective method, especially
Fig. 2.12: Comparing two patches in two images using NCC. The patches (blue) in each
image are compared using NCC. The patch in the top image remains stationary while the
patch in the bottom image is moved around in a small area (tan) to find the best NCC
score.
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when searching a large area for a match, is to use a method based on the 2D FFT, such as
Partial-Aliasing Correlation Filters [45].
2.8 Fundamental Matrix and Epipolar Geometry
The fundamental matrix defines the relationship between a pair of cameras in 3D
space. It relates the projection of a 3D point in one image to a line of possible projections
in another image. This is more general than a homography as it applies for non-planar
scenes. However, unlike a homography, the fundamental matrix is used to map a point in
one image to a line in the other.
Consider the projection of a 3D point on an image. This projection point is the pro-
jection of any 3D point along the ray going from the camera center, through the projection
point, and out to infinity. In other words, any 3D point along that ray projects to the same
point on the normalized image plane. It is impossible to know anything about the 3D point
(except that it lies along the afore-mentioned ray) without additional information.
In order to increase the amount of information present, a second camera is added
viewing the same scene from a different location. This camera can see the ray protruding
out from the first camera. This ray is projected onto the second camera’s image. Thus, a
point in the first image maps to a line in the second image. This also applies in the reverse.
A plane can be created by the two camera centers and any point along the out-going
ray. This plane is called an epipolar plane. Each camera can see the other camera center as a
projection on its image plane. The projections of these camera centers into the other image
are called epipoles. If the cameras are simply translated from one another, the epipoles lie
at infinity. The epipoles do not necessarily need to lie on the digital image, as a digital
image represents only a subset of the normalized image plane. These concepts are shown
in Fig. 2.13.
The fundamental matrix is a mathematical relationship between a point projection in
one image, the camera locations, and the point’s corresponding epipolar line in the other







   lines
projections of  
the 3D point
Fig. 2.13: Two-camera epipolar geometry. The red epipolar lines represent the projection
of the rays going to a 3D point in space. The projection of the other camera center into
each image is an epipole, represented by green dots. An epipolar plane is formed by the
camera centers and the 3D point.
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line in the first image to a corresponding point p2 = [c2, r2, 1]
T on the epipolar lines in the
second image by the relationship
pT2 Fp1 = 0, (2.25)
known as the epipolar constraint.
Examining this closely shows that if a point p1 is known, then the location of p2 can be
constrained to a line. That is, let k = Fp1 where k = [a, b, c]
T , then the epipolar constraint







 = 0 (2.26)
which defines a 2D line on the normalized image plane in the second image. A similar
equation can be defined when p2 is known.
The epipoles in each image are the left and right nullspace of the fundamental matrix,
and are found using the SVD.
2.8.1 Computing the Fundamental Matrix
Computing the fundamental matrix can be done in two ways: (1) from the relative
position and orientation of two calibrated cameras, or (2) from corresponding points. The
computation of the fundamental matrix from camera location, attitude, and calibration is
simply




where K1 and K2 are the camera calibration matrices for the first and second cameras,
respectively, R is the relative rotation between the camera centers, and t is the relative
translation between the camera centers, in the coordinate system the first camera. The
notation [t]× denotes a skew-symmetric matrix formed from a vector t = [t1, t2, t3]
T in a
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The matrix E = [t]×R is called the essential matrix, which contains the rotation and
translation between two cameras. The essential matrix has a comparable property in which
nT2 En1 = 0 (2.29)
where ni are expressed in normalized image coordinates. Both F and E are rank two
matrices.
The method using corresponding points, commonly called the Eight-Point Algorithm,
was first introduced by Luong et al. [46] and later improved by Hartley [40]. This algorithm
will not be presented here, but has a formulation similar to that of finding a homogra-
phy from corresponding points. It minimizes the Sampson distance, which is the distance
between a point and its corresponding point’s epipolar line.
2.8.2 Recovering Rotation and Translation from the Fundamental Matrix
Because the fundamental matrix is formed from both the intrinsic camera calibration
matrices and relative positioning of the cameras, it makes sense that the relative position
and orientation of the cameras can be recovered given the calibration matrices are known.
The proof will not be given here, but the process is shown below and is found in Hartley
and Zisserman [47, p. 258].




The essential matrix has three singular values. Two singular values are equal and the
third is zero. The SVD of the essential matrix E can be written as E = Udiag(α, α, 0)V T .


















TV T . (2.34)
This ambiguity is due to the properties of the essential matrix having two equal singular
values. The direction of the translation is given as
t̂ = βu3, (2.35)
however, the magnitude of the direction β is not known. This is due to the fact that
the essential matrix is unique only to scale. Thus, a priori knowledge of the rotation and
translation must be known to reduce the ambiguity for R and to find an estimate of the
magnitude β. An alternative method to recovering the rotation and translation from the
essential matrix is given by Horn [48], but still has these ambiguities.
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Reducing Ambiguity for Recovering Rotation and Translation
If the fundamental (and hence, essential) matrix is found using corresponding points
from calibrated cameras, and there is some coarse knowledge of the relative location t̃ and
orientation R̃ of the two cameras, then the rotation ambiguity can be reduced and the
translation magnitude can be determined.
After following the afore-mentioned process of finding the recovered matrices R̂1 and
R̂2, it logically follows that if R̃ is a good estimate, then the recovered matrix that represents
an orientation in approximately the same direction as R̃ is the better choice. This can be
done by taking a vector x = [x, y, z]T and rotating it by R̃, R̂1, and R̂2. This results in
vectors x̃, x1, and x2, respectively. The dot products d1 = x̃ · x1 and d2 = x̃ · x2 are
computed. If d1 ≥ d2 then R = R̂1 is chosen, and R = R̂2 is chosen if otherwise.
Finding the magnitude β makes more assumptions. If the initial translation measure-
ment t̃ is assumed to be made with isotropic noise, then the guess t̃ can be projected onto
t̂ to find the optimal vector length, which eliminates the need to find the numerical value





Thus, the recovered rotation and translation is [R|t] = [R̂i| t̃·t̂||t̂||2 t̂] where i is determined
above.
Alternate Method to Recover Translation
This method eliminates the need to find the SVD of the essential matrix. The essential
matrix can be decomposed into an orthonormal rotation matrix and a skew-symetric matrix,
E = [t]×R. If E is found using corresponding points, and R is known to some degree by, for
example, a physical measurement, then an estimate of the translation can be determined by
finding the matrix product T̂ = ERT . The resulting matrix T̂ is not guaranteed to be skew-





Contours of equal probability
Fig. 2.14: Finding the best translation given isotropic noise on the initial guess. The red

























Because both the fundamental and essential matrices are unique up to a scale factor, the
vector t̂ is merely the direction of the translation, and additional means need to be employed
to determine the magnitude, such as that in (2.36).
2.8.3 Applications of the Fundamental Matrix
The fundamental matrix is a useful tool in image processing because it applies to scenes
that are not planar, loosening the restriction set by the homography. The fundamental
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matrix can be known to some degree of accuracy, either through knowledge of the camera
or from knowledge of corresponding points.
If the fundamental matrix is known for calibrated cameras, then the essential matrix can
be determined. Given the essential matrix, relative positions of cameras can be determined.
This allows for 3D reconstruction, and is the basis for many photogrammetric techniques.
2.9 Conclusion
The texel camera concept allows for 3D information and EO imagery to be calibrated
upon capture. Because the EO image is calibrated, a pixel in a digital image can be
mapped to the normalized image plane through a previously known mapping. In addition,
3D information can be preserved during a projection onto the normalized image plane by
retaining its range information. Relationships between the 2D projections and 3D world
can be developed. Image processing techniques allow for relationships between images to be
found and exploited, giving greater information than was available from individual images.
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Chapter 3
Triangulation of Texel Swaths
3.1 Swath Registration and 3D Reconstruction Problem
Given two texel images, each containing both a point cloud and an electro-optical image
which are calibrated to one another, both 2D- and 3D-image registration techniques can be
used to combine the two texel images into a meaningful, detailed representation of a 3D
scene. Methods are being developed for registering 3D data with 2D imagery [49]. Past
methods using texel images have used an entire array in the registration process [50] as well
as including a coarse position and attitude estimate [51].
For most instruments, however, a large point cloud representing the scene cannot be
captured all at once in an aerial vehicle. Only a subset, a small number of ladar strips,
can be gathered in real-time from moving, small UAVs. In addition, position and attitude
instruments on a typical small UAV are not accurate enough to make ladar measurements
useful on their own. Although the ladar measurements may be accurate to within a few
centimeters, the reference from which the measurements are taken may not be accurate to
that degree.
Thus, in order to make the measured laser data useful, the location of the UAV must
be localized to near the accuracy of the ladar measurements. This is a problem with images
from small UAVs in general, as Kung et al observe [52]. This problem is mitigated by using
multiple texel swaths to triangulate their relative positions. This, in essence, is a camera
pose recovery problem using photogrammetry, but with additional 3D information.
Each texel swath contains several pieces of information: an EO image, measured ladar
points calibrated to the EO image, and the approximate location and attitude at which the
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points were measured. The texel camera also has calibration parameters that allow a point
in 3D space to be mapped to a row-column location in the EO image.
3.2 Triangulation of 3D Points
Given two texel swaths, j and k, examining the same scene from different perspectives,
the 3D points in j can be projected into both the jth and kth normalized image planes. Also,
the 3D points in k can be projected into both the kth and jth normalized image planes.
In other words, each swath can see its own 3D points and the 3D points of its neighbor.
Additionally, the images of a given 3D point in each texel swath should look similar to one
another, with any differences due to the swath perspectives. Image processing techniques
can be used to match these images. Adjacent texel swaths share a lot of information; they
look at the same scene, they can see many (if not all) of each other’s 3D points, and their
EO imagery is similar.
Image processing techniques can be used to find the projection matches for a 3D point i
in several texel swaths. That is, these techniques find corresponding image patches in several
swaths that represent this 3D point. In addition, the measured location and attitude of
each camera can be used to determine the 3D-to-2D projection of the point i into several
texel swaths. These two methods of finding projections of a single point into an image will
usually give different results, and the difference between the projections can be considered
error. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3.1.
These two pieces of knowledge can be used to formulate a cost function for the system.
This cost function is described in the remainder of this chapter, and is formulated in a
system where there are many 3D points and many cameras. A mathematical description of
this cost function follows.
Each texel swath j acquires nj ladar points, a set denoted as Ij . By mapping all
the ladar points in M swaths into a common coordinate system O using the coarse loca-
tion/attitude measurements, the entire set of 3D points can be indexed using i, and each
point is represented as a 3D vector of Cartesian coordinates, bi = [bix , biy , biz ]. The total
number of 3D points in the system is N = ΣM−1j=0 nj . A ladar point bi belongs to the texel
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Fig. 3.1: Projection of a 3D point into image swaths. C1 and C2 represent the camera
centers. The 3D point is in the set I1 but is represented in the world coordinate system
as (x, y, z)O in this illustration. The blue patches in each swath represent matching image
patches. The red vector in Swath 2 is the projection error.
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swath j if i ∈ Ij . Calibrated 2D projection points are defined as the projection of points
bi into the normalized image plane of texel swath j when i ∈ Ij . These calibrated 2D
projections of a 3D point are found during the camera calibration and do not change from
image-to-image for a given depth pixel. Because the EO image is calibrated, the normalized
projections can be mapped to pixel coordinates using (2.9).
Each 3D point i can be rotated and projected into each image plane j by using the





















































































































Both (3.1) and (3.2) apply to i ∈ Ij and i 6∈ Ij . The vector X̂ij represents the projection-
range coordinates of point i in the jth texel swath. These projection-range coordinates
depend on both the 3D point bi and the camera parameters [qj0, qj1, qj2, qj3, tjx, tjy, tjz],
and any errors in any of these quantities can propagate into the projection and range.
The projection error is the Euclidean distance on the normalized image plane from
the correct projection to the actual projection. The correct projection of each point i into
the jth image plane is given by xij and yij . The values for the correct projections are
determined by the relationship a swath j has to the point i. When the point i ∈ Ij , the
correct projections are given by the calibration points. For the other case i 6∈ Ij , the correct
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projections are determined by image processing techniques. The range error is given as
the difference between the measured range and the actual range; the correct range is the
measured range. The measured ladar range λij for i ∈ Ij is acquired by the texel camera.
There is no measured range when i 6∈ Ij .
Thus, depending on the relationship between the point i and the swath j, two formu-
lations for the error in the system are defined.
For i ∈ Ij
The error for these points consists of the distance from calibrated projection point
(xij , yij) to the actual projection (x̂ij , ŷij) and the difference between the measured





(xij − x̂ij)2 +
1
σ2I
(yij − ŷij)2 +
1
σ2λ
(λij − λ̂ij)2 for i ∈ Ij (3.3)
where σ2I and σ
2
λ are the variances of the calibration and range measurements, respec-
tively.
For i 6∈ Ij
The error for these points consists of the distance from the projection point found using
image processing techniques (xij , yij) to the actual projection (x̂ij , ŷij). Because there
is no range measurement there is no error contribution from the range values. The









(yij − ŷij)2 for i 6∈ Ij (3.4)
where σ2
Ī
is the variance of the projection points determined by image processing
techniques.






Fig. 3.2: Sources of error in the system. The red vectors indicate possible sources of error:
EI is the projection distance from the calibrated projection, Eλ is the distance from the
measured range, and EĪ is the projection distance from the matched image patch using
correlation. There is no range error present for Swath 2 because it did not measure the 3D
point.



























which represents the weighted sum of squared error. If any of the measurements are missing
for a given element in each sum, the element is simply omitted from the sum. The formu-
lation of the cost function enables optimization to occur to minimize the sum of squared
error in the system. However, before the optimization is described, the image processing
techniques used to obtain (xij , yij) will be discussed.
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3.3 Algorithm for Finding Projection Points
The 3D point i ∈ Ij has calibrated projection coordinates (xij , yij). These calibrated
projection coordinates do not change and are considered “ground truth.” The 3D point
i also projects into a neighboring texel swath k where k 6= j. Because the texel swaths
j and k are captured from similar perspectives, the imagery surrounding the projections
of point i into each swath j and k should look similar. In other words, a small image
patch surrounding the projection (xij , yij) should look similar to the small image patch
surrounding the projection (xik, yik). The image patch around (xij , yij) can be used as
reference because it represents a calibrated projection. All that needs to be done is to
search the image k for a small patch that looks like the reference patch in image j. Once
this small patch is found, the patch center is appraised to be (xik, yik), the correct projection
of the 3D point i into the texel swath k. This correct projection is then used in the error
calculation (3.5) when i 6∈ Ij .
These correct projection points are found using image processing techniques. The
image patches are matched using NCC. However, searching the entire image k to find the
small patch with the highest NCC score is unreasonable and requires a lot of computation,
in addition to the chance nothing will be found due to image rotation. In order to limit the
search area and remove rotation, a homography between the images j and k can be found.
Because a homography holds only for planar scenes and the landscapes captured in the
texel swaths are not necessarily planar, the homography only serves as an approximation
in order to remove rotation and limit the search area.
A homography Hjk between the two images j and k is found by finding Harris feature
points in each image. Once the Harris features are found, they must be matched to one
another to form putatative correspondences. Normalized cross-correlation is used for the
matching. Each feature point in j is compared to each feature point in k. This is compu-
tationally intensive. However, this process can be expedited by using a knowledge of the
fundamental matrix formed from the coarse attitude and location of the texel swaths. If
the distance between a feature point in k to the epipolar line in k of a feature in j is greater
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than a threshold, then it is assumed that they are not correspondences. After the putative
correspondences are found, they are filtered using RANSAC to find the best model while
removing the outliers.
Once a homography Hjk is found, the image k is registered, warped, and resampled
into the same space as image j. This registration enables NCC to work better because
the images are in a common image space (there should be little or no relative rotation and
distortion).
A small patch in image j around the calibrated projection point (xij , yij) is identified




where nij = [xij , yij , 1]
T , andK is the camera calibration matrix to convert pixel coordinates
to normalized coordinates. Because there may be parallax between the images or if Hjk is
inaccurate, a small area is searched around nik0 . The pixel location with the highest NCC
score above a threshold in this small search area becomes (x̂ik, ŷik). This is the location
of the projection of i into the swath k using image processing techniques. These steps are
shown in Fig. 3.3.
This process for finding projection points is described in Algorithm 2. The swath
registration algorithm depends on the successful completion of this process, as well as the
accuracy of the points found therein. Thus, great care must be taken to ensure these
projection points found using image processing are reliable. Once these projection points
are found, they are converted from pixel coordinates to normalized image coordinates (if
not already in normalized image coordinates), and the optimization can begin.
3.3.1 Finding an Initial Homography Estimate from Camera Position and At-
titude
The process of finding projection points relies heavily on the fact that a homography




Fig. 3.3: Finding projection points in adjacent swaths. (a) Finding a homography from
matching Harris feature points. (b) Warping and resampling images into the same image
space. (c) Using correlation to find projection points by matching image patches around
calibrated projections. (d) Matching projections found using correlation.
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Algorithm 2 Finding Projection Points in Neighboring Swaths using Image Processing
1. Find Harris feature points in adjacent swaths.
2. Find corresponding Harris feature points using NCC.
3. Determine the homography using linear least-squares and RANSAC. This step as-
sumes there is no rotation between the swaths.
4. If Step 3 fails, assume there is significant rotation between the swaths and perform
the following.
(a) Use the position and attitude knowledge from the GPS/IMU project the 3D
points from each swath into image of the other swath.
(b) Using these image points, and the corresponding image points known from the
calibration process, compute an initial homography between swaths.
(c) Using the initial homography, map the second image into the first, and repeat
Steps 1-3 with the mapped second image and original first image. This enables
the Harris feature finding and NCC to work effectively.
(d) The final homography used in Step 5 is the cascade of the homographies in
Steps 4b and 4c.
5. Determine the projection of each ladar point in the first image, then map each point
and surrounding pixels to the other image using the homography found in Step 3 or
Step 4.
6. Search an area centered around the expected ladar point location using NCC to find
each of the matching locations. Save these locations for optimization.
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feature points and NCC often fail when there are rotation or large perspective changes.
The perspective changes are not a concern because it is assumed the images are taken one
after another from nearly the same perspective. However, there may be rotation between
the images which causes NCC to fail while identifying putative correspondences. This can
be mitigated by using the position and attitude of the cameras to determine an initial
homography estimate. Then the process described above can be used to find Hjk.
To find a homography estimate using 3D points and camera knowledge, the 3D points
of j are projected into the normalized image plane of j (which are the calibrated projection
points). Those same 3D points are moved into the coordinate system of swath k using the
estimated position and attitude of each texel swath, and are projected into the normalized
image plane of k. Each 3D point in j has a projection in both j and k; i.e. matches in both
images. This is shown in Fig. 3.4. A homography estimate Ĥjk0 can be determined using
these points.
Once the homography estimate is found, the image k is resampled such that there
is no rotation between it and the image j. This resampled image is referred to as k̂. A
homography Hjk̂ can be found between images j and k̂ using Harris feature points, NCC,
and RANSAC as described earlier in this section.
The final homography can be found by Hjk = Hjk̂Hjk0. The projection points can
then be found using the methods above.
3.3.2 Finding Projection Points in Non-Adjacent Images
Finding a homography between each pair of images is computationally intensive. How-
ever, if pair-wise homographies are found, then the homographies can simply be cascaded
and used to find projection points in non-adjacent images. For example, if the homography
between swath one and swath two is H12 and the homography between swath two and swath
three is H23, the homography between swath one and swath three can be approximated by
H13 = H12H23. The homography H13 can then be used to find the projections of ladar
points for swaths one and three. This can be extended to as many swaths as can be seen
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Fig. 3.4: Finding a homography from 3D points and camera information. The red and blue
circles represent the projections in each image of the given set of 3D points, and can be
used to determine a homography estimate.
by a given swath, although inaccuracies in the homography can accumulate, especially with
perspective distortion and parallax.
3.4 Bundle Adjustment Optimization
The optimization is to reduce the error present in the system, as given by (3.5). Because
of both the 3D-to-2D projection and the quaternion rotation, this problem is nonlinear, and
a nonlinear optimization technique must be used. The term “bundle adjustment” is used
to denote that all the data is optimized jointly. One popular method for nonlinear bundle
adjustment optimization is the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm.
Levenberg Marquardt Algorithm
The Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) is an iterative nonlinear least-squares
process of fitting model parameters to a set of data [53]. It is a hybrid of the Gauss-Newton
Algorithm and the Gradient Descent method. It starts with an initial guess of the model
parameters. The algorithm adjusts the model parameters iteratively to find the minimum
error solution.
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In each iteration the descent direction (negative gradient) is calculated on an error
surface at the current location, which may be multidimensional. Because of the potentially
nonlinear nature of the error surface, a local linearization is performed at this location to
obtain the gradient. The error is evaluated a small step-size along the descent direction.
If the error in the new location is smaller than the current error, the solution moves to
the new location and decreases the step-size parameter. Otherwise, it stays in its current
location, increases the step-size parameter, recalculates the step-size, and tries again.
After a number of iterations, the error should be close to the desired minimum. How-
ever, if the initial guess is too far away from the minimum the algorithm may take a long
time to converge or it may get stuck in a local minimum along the way. A criterion for
convergence is typically a small change in error reduction.
3.4.1 Sparse Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
Hartley and Zisserman [47, p. 611] describe an application of the LMA to image
bundle adjustment. In typical LMA algorithms, only the model parameters are adjusted
to fit the data. Hartley and Zisserman adjust both the model parameters and the data
points to fit one another. This is because the data points are known to have some non-
zero variance due to measurement error. This allows both the model and the data to
adjusted concurrently, giving the best fit for the system, minimizing error in the model and
data. If the model parameters and the data are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution,
the minimization of (3.5) is a maximum-likelihood solution. Their application of bundle
adjustment takes advantage of the fact that many relationships between the parameters and
the data points are nonexistent. This gives sparsity in the problem that can significantly
reduce computation.
The system error (3.5) is nonlinear and a large system with sparse relationships, mak-
ing the Sparse LMA an ideal choice for the optimization. The following mathematical
description is the application of the texel swath registration problem to the Sparse LMA.
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The model parameters are described using
aj = [q0j , q1j , q2j , q3j , txj , tyj , tzj ]
T , (3.7)
while each data point is described as
bi =
[
χiOx , χiOy , χiOz
]T
(3.8)
where aj represent the attitude and location of the j
th texel image, and bi represents the
Cartesian coordinates of the ith 3D point in the world coordinate system O.
The projection-range coordinates X̂ij of each point-swath combination is given by (3.2),














are calculated for all i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ...,M . These partial derivatives are derived
symbolically and hard-coded into the optimization. The matrices Aij and Bij describe the
relationship between the ith 3D point and the jth texel swath, for both i ∈ Ij and i 6∈ Ij .
These matrices, though, are zero when the 3D point i cannot be seen by the texel swath j
or when that projection point cannot be found. This reduces computation significantly.
In addition, the vector εij = Xij − X̂ij is calculated. As mentioned before, this value








where xij and yij are the calibrated projection values and λij is the measured range. In







where xij and yij are the projected points determined by Algorithm 2 and there is no
measured range. If Algorithm 2 does not find a projection match for a particular i-j
combination, the error vector is simply εij = 0. Relating εij to (3.5) , the system error can



































for i 6∈ Ij . These scatter matrices ensure the dimensional analysis of the system.































The * symbol on a matrix means its diagonal elements are multiplied by 1 + Λ (where




and the scatter matrix Σ−1ij . For any points i not viewed from
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image j, the associated matrices are simply left out of the sums, as points that cannot be
seen do not contribute to the total system error.
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ij for j 6= k, (3.18)
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for j = 1, ...,M .






W Tij δaj ). (3.20)
Each perturbation vector δaj and δbi are added to aj and bi to form âj and b̂i,
respectively. These updated parameters and data points are then used to test the system
error E2 and determine if this error has decreased with the new parameters and points.
If the squared-error has decreased, then Λ decreases by a factor of ten, and the next
iteration takes place with the updated parameters aj = âj and points bi = b̂i. If the
squared-error has not decreased, then Λ increases by a factor of ten, and the parameters
and points remain unchanged.
These iteration steps occur until the change squared-error in each successive step drops
below some threshold, at which point a minimum is determined to have been found.
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Computational and Convergence Improvements
Because of the potential for a large number of both data points and texel swaths to be
adjusted in the Sparse LMA, there are several ways in which convergence and computation
can be improved.
If a particular swath j does not see a particular 3D point i, then there is no need to
calculate the partial derivative relationship Aij , Bij , and εij as these will be zero by virtue
of having no direct relation to one another. The zero matrices are flagged such that they are
omitted from the sums in the algorithm using a simple test rather performing the matrix
multiply-add.
Another method to decrease computational time is to window the points that a swath
can see. If the number of swaths seen by a given swath is restricted to only in nearby
swaths, then the number of computations is reduced – both in the LMA and in Algorithm
2.
The error in the LMA can reach a point when it does not decrease significantly with
each successive iteration, following the concept of diminishing returns. The computation
costs can outweigh any error mitigation. This occurs typically after the camera parameters
have been optimized, but the many 3D points are moving very small distances to reduce
the error by a small amount. In other words, there is not much gain in each additional
iteration. The completion change threshold should be set above these steady-state changes.
One other consideration not inherent in the LMA is the fact there may be outliers
present in the data. Because the LMA minimizes the sum of squared error, outliers can
contribute significant amounts to the error. Rather than using squared error as a cost
function, other cost functions can be implemented. One simple alternative is that of Blake
and Zisserman [54]. After the error reaches a threshold, the error is saturated and set as
a constant value. That is, this cost function limits the amount of error any outlier can
contribute. Other cost functions are listed in Hartley and Zisserman [47, p. 616].
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3.4.2 Incremental Optimization Approach
An alternative to performing bundle adjustment on the entire data set is to perform
it incrementally. This is conducive to real-time computations, and, if real-time, would
be a realization of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) concepts [55], as it
determines location and the 3D landscape concurrently.
If the parameters for a small data set have been optimized, and an additional parameter
is introduced into the data set, not many changes need to take place to optimize the addi-
tional parameter. Applying this to texel swaths, most of the changes will occur by placing
the swath and its associated points in the correct locations. The points already optimized,
especially those further away from the new data, will not move a significant amount. Thus,
bundle adjustment can be performed by either doing bundle adjustment on the entire set
of data each time a new swath is added, or by doing bundle adjustment on a subset of the
data that is affected by the new swath.
This allows for some flexibility in the optimization. A graphical representation of the
bundle adjustment ideas is shown in Fig. 3.5, which shows the concepts of using all the data
for the optimization, adding the data incrementally, and optimizing using a sliding window.
3.4.3 Seeding the Optimization
Many points in the system are nearly collinear, which makes triangulation difficult.
Collinearity is shown in Fig. 3.6. There is greater area in which a point can be found
when the cameras are close to being collinear. Sometimes errors obvious to the human eye
amount to nothing more than noise to a computer. The LMA is sensitive to the initial
model parameters, and because of collinearity, these parameters must be close to being
optimized. The optimization is initialized with the coarse estimates of the camera locations
and attitudes and the 3D points transformed from their captured coordinate system into
the world coordinate system using the coarse estimates.
The fundamental matrix from texel swath to texel swath can be incorporated in the
process to give potentially better estimates of the camera locations and attitudes for an





Fig. 3.5: Types of system bundle adjustment. The dark band in each square represents
the diagonal structure of the Jacobian matrix. The green and red outlines show the data
that is optimized in each successive increment. (a) The entire data set is optimized at once.
(b) The entire data set is optimized with each successive set of measurements. (c) The
optimization is performed on the subset of data which is most affected by the additional
information while leaving the most previous data unchanged, i.e. sliding a window along
the band.
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Fig. 3.6: Showing the collinearity problem. The shaded areas show the intersection of an
error frustrum from each camera.
corresponding points in adjacent images, using the same putative correspondences when
finding the homography in Algorithm 2. From this, relative rotation and translation between
swaths can be extracted as explained in Section 2.8.2. These rotations and translations from
swath to swath can be concatenated from one to the next. The location and attitude of
each successive swath can be determined by concatenating the information from one to the
next.
3.5 Textured Digital Elevation Model Creation
The desired end-product of the algorithm is to form a textured digital elevation model
(TDEM). The Sparse LMA Bundle Adjustment gives a point cloud upon completion. De-
launay triangulation [56] (based on the x- and y-coordinates) can be used to form a surface
over the point cloud. This surface can be textured or colored for the desired application.
One way to do this is to do an orthorectified texture. An orthorectified image is one such
that the camera is placed at ∞. Essentially, each pixel on the image is observed nadir,
rather than at some skew angle inherent in the pinhole model.
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If an orthorectified image is desired, all that must be done to project the 3D points
onto the image plane is remove their z-coordinates (or whichever axis lies along the nadir
direction). This leaves a 2D plane (similar to the normalized image plane in the pinhole
model) with a collection of 2D points. At this point, a digital image can be overlaid on
these points. The number of pixels per unit length can be set at the desired value. For
this research, the number is the same as the camera calibration focal distance (see Section
2.4.3) to maintain simplicity. Once this is determined, the pixel values need to be assigned
pixel-by-pixel.
This proves to be an involved task. Rather than worrying about the orientation of the
Delaunay triangles to determine which texel swath can best see the triangle, it is assumed
that for a given pixel, the best texture to draw from is the texel swath that captured the
3D point closest to the given pixel. To put it another way: for a given pixel, find the closest
projection of a 3D point in either pixel coordinates or normalized image coordinates. Once
this 3D point i is found, then determine the texel swath j such that i ∈ Ij . Once the
appropriate swath is found, its image must be interpolated to give the value for the given
pixel.
One way to find the appropriate sampling location is to find a homography between
the final texture and the given texel swath using the projected points found for the bundle
adjustment. This is shown in Fig. 3.7.
Fig. 3.7: Relationship between final texture (left) and a given texel swath (right). The
dashes represent projected points which are used to determine a homography between the
final texture and the given texel swath.
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Once a homography is found, the sampling location is merely the coordinates of the
pixel in the final texture transformed into the image swath and interpolating the appropriate
pixels. There can be a problem using the homography assumption as the scenes may not
be planar. The homographies between each texel swath and the final texture need only
be computed once at the beginning of the algorithm. There is no blending in this process,
which can cause some stitching seams.
Once the texturing is finished, the combined point cloud and texture can be considered




The swath-registration algorithm described in Chapter 3 was tested by gathering data
using a short-range texel camera and a model landscape. The processing was done in C++
on a desktop computer. These registration results are analyzed with reference to a full-
frame texel image of the scene. Section 4.1 describes the data set acquisition using the texel
camera. Section 4.2 describes effectiveness of image processing concepts, and Section 4.3
describes the registration results for the process.
4.1 Texel Swath Acquisition
Because the second-generation handheld texel camera is a short range sensor, the gath-
ering of texel swaths took place in the lab with a model landscape. The cardboard landscape
included a large green field, an elevated plateau, a steep drop off, and some small hills, in
addition to a blue-painted body of water. This landscape was ideal as it allowed for the
texel camera to be placed about a meter away, and moved at tiny increments of a few
millimeters at a time, simulating “flight” of a small UAV. The AHRS mounted on the texel
camera recorded the attitude of each capture. A meterstick was used to measure the loca-
tion of each capture. This setup is shown in Fig. 4.1a. In this chapter, the position and
attitude information will be called the GPS/AHRS data regardless of how it is measured.
An example EO image of the landscape captured from the texel camera is shown in Fig.
4.1b.
If this laboratory setup corresponds to a small UAV flight altitude of 300 meters, and
texel swaths are captured approximately every 5 millimeters in the lab about one meter
away from the landscape, this corresponds to swaths being captured every 1.5 meters in an
actual flight. If the small UAV moves at 30 meters per second, the acquisition rate for the
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swaths is about 20 Hertz. This is near-video rate. If a higher shot density on the ground is
desired, the acquisition rate would be greater.
In order to better simulate the circumstances in which actual texel swaths are gathered
(limited throughput for high image data rate), the EO image is trimmed so that only a
region of imagery around the ladar points is kept, making one dimension much larger than
the other dimension in the image. This is shown in Fig. 4.2. This allows for high-resolution
data to be captured at video rate, but keeping only the most valuable parts of the imagery.
4.2 Image Processing Analysis
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.1: Data set acquisition. (a) Texel camera and landscape. (b) An example untrimmed




Fig. 4.2: The dimension of the image being trimmed about the ladar shots.
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4.2.1 Harris Feature Point-Finding
Harris points are found in the images to determine matching points to be used in a
homography calculation. The Harris Corner Detector operates on gray-scale images, but
the EO images from the texel camera are color images. To process the color images, the
algorithm operates on each color plane separately and independently, then concatenates the
results. The color space luminance-intensity-chrominance (YIQ) seems to give slightly bet-
ter points than the color space red-green-blue (RGB). It was observed that the parameters
used in the Harris Corner Detector were scene-specific and returned significantly different
numbers of feature points in images of different scenes.
An example image with Harris feature points (found in the YIQ color space) is shown in
Fig. 4.3. These points perform well for the homography-RANSAC calculations after being
matched using NCC.
(a) Full image.
(b) Enlarged to show detail.
Fig. 4.3: An image with Harris feature points highlighted in red. These feature points were
determined with the response given by Noble. The points tend to cluster around edges,
where there is a large change in color, or otherwise busy areas. Bland areas show a lack of
Harris features.
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4.2.2 Fundamental Matrix Calculation
The fundamental matrix calculations were based on both the measured rotation and
translation between two texel swaths as well as correpsonding points between two EO im-
ages. This allows for the search area to be limited when finding putative correspondences
as well as recovering camera position and location, respectively.
Fundamental Matrix from Measured Location and Attitude
This calculation is straightforward, but the fundamental matrix is only as accurate as
the measurements made. An example pair of EO images, with image points and epipolar
lines highlighted using the fundamental matrix calculated from GPS/AHRS measurements,
is shown in Fig. 4.4. The epipolar lines are vertical because the primary movement between
the two swaths is a translation in the “up” direction. In the figure, note how the epipolar
lines do not intersect with the associated points. This is due to the error in the translation
and/or the rotation measurements.
Fig. 4.4: Putative correspondences and associated epipolar lines using the fundamental
matrix derived from the measured R and t. Each color represents a given point-epipolar
line pair.
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To quantify this error, the distance to the scene and the intrinsic camera calibration
matrix is used. If the error can be measured in pixel distance, this can be converted to
a distance in the normalized image plane by dividing by the focal distance. In the texel
camera case, an error of 40 pixels in normalized image plane distance is 401361 = 0.0294.
This distance can be converted to Euclidean distance by multiplying by the range from the
camera to the scene. The range in this example is about one meter, so this corresponds to
a Euclidean distance of 2.94 centimeters. If this error is entirely due to translation, then
the camera translation error is 2.94 centimeters. If the error is entirely due to rotation, the
error is the angle corresponding to an arc length (for small angles) of 2.94 centimeters at
the given range. In this case, the error is about 1.7 degrees (assuming a one meter range,
S = rθ, r = 1).
This method of determining the fundamental matrix helps determine which points are
putative correspondences. If the distance to the epipolar line is greater than a threshold,
there is no need to use correlation to test if it matches because it is assumed not to be a
candidate.
Fundamental Matrix from Corresponding Points
Computing the fundamental matrix from corresponding points works well using the
Eight-Point Algorithm with RANSAC in most cases. However, due to the nature of the
texel swath imagery the Eight-Point Algorithm does not recover rotation and translation
reliably.
An example set of texel swaths showing matching points as well as corresponding
epipolar lines calculated from matching points is shown in Fig. 4.5. Notice how the epipolar
lines seems to converge towards a point more quickly in Fig. 4.5 than in Fig. 4.4. This
is because the epipole is closer to the principal point in Fig. 4.5, probably due to camera
rotation. It was determined that RANSAC does not always choose the correct model,
because there is little difference between a good model and a bad model due to the nature
of the corresponding points and how they are scattered about in an image.
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Fig. 4.5: Matching points and corresponding epipolar lines from the fundamental matrix
found using corresponding points.
Imagine that the images in Fig. 4.5 were taken from an aerial vehicle with the texel
camera looking straight down with the aerial vehicle moving perpendicular to the width
of the swath. The yaw rotation is well-defined by the corresponding points. The roll
rotation is also well-defined, with many points are spread out in the left-right direction of
the image. However, the pitch rotation is not well-defined by the points, due to the image
trim width being small. This means there are ambiguities between small pitch movements
and small forward/backward translations. This ambiguity is shown in Fig. 4.6. Each pair
of corresponding points has a great influence on this ambiguity, and some pairs of points
chosen in RANSAC will favor rotation over translation or vice-versa.
Thus, recovering rotation and translation using the corresponding point method is not
reliable when corresponding points are primarily along one direction in an image. This is
the problem for texel swaths.
4.2.3 Finding Projection Points
Using the experimental setup, finding the projection points performed well given the








Fig. 4.6: Ambiguity of small rotations and translations. The top view of a camera (with its
coordinate system), a 3D point, and projections on the image plane are shown in each illus-
tration. The top illustration shows the original problem with a 3D point and its unmatched
projection (or epipolar line). The middle illustration shows the projection error removed
using translation of the camera and the bottom illustration shows the error removed using
rotation of the camera.
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(around 30×30 pixels) in order to catch enough unique imagery to give a good match. The
search area for this correlation window was about 20 × 20 pixels due to the homography
being able to find a good starting point for the search.
An example of projection points found using this algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.7. This
figure illustrates that a given texel swath can only see points from a limited number of
adjacent swaths. The number of swaths an image can see is related to how wide the image
is “trimmed” in the up-down direction of the image, as well as how far apart the images
were taken.
Projection points were not found in bland areas of the image, due to the correlation
score not being high enough to give a unique identifier. Most of the projection points were
found in image areas with color changes. In Fig. 4.7 the projection points can be found
around areas with significant color changes in the imagery, like the edges of the blue, green,
and brown patches.
For the data sets gathered for this research, NCC worked acceptably well to find pro-
jection points. For other data sets when most of the imagery is bland, other techniques
may need to be used to match image patches.
4.3 Swath Registration Results
This section shows the results of the registration compared to a full-frame texel image of
the same scene. The full-frame texel image is considered to be ground truth. An alternative
method of comparison could use surveyed points. However, these data sets are gathered
with a short-range texel camera using a model cardboard landscape with no surveyed points.
Hence, a full-frame texel image is a reasonable alternative to surveyed points.
Three data sets are registered and analyzed in this section. The open source C++





Fig. 4.7: Image points projected from ladar points found using correlation in adjacent
swaths. Colors correspond to the points projected from ladar points in the current swath
and swaths before and after the current swath. Each color corresponds to points from one
swath. The line of points down the center of each swath are calibrated 2D points projected
from the ladar points acquired with that swath. (a) First swath and an enlarged area. (b)
Second swath and an enlarged area.
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4.3.1 Metric for Analysis
Metrics for analyzing the accuracy of a TDEM are not well-defined and there are
multiple ways for analysis. One method is to measure the distance between two points
on the model and two corresponding surveyed points as a reference to get an idea of how
distances on the model compare to distances in the real world. Another method is to
evaluate areas of polygons created by surveyed points. The cardboard landscape, however,
does not have any surveyed points. Thus, in order to be able to create a reference, a
full-frame texel image is used for the surveyed points.
Several 3D points can be selected on both the full-frame model and the registered
model. These points can be permuted to find the distances from each point to every other





= 45 distances, and
values for the error mean, the error standard deviation, and the root-mean-squared error
between corresponding distances on a full-frame texel image and the registered TDEM for
each case are shown.
The pth 3D point on the full-frame model in the analysis is given as χp, with its
corresponding point in the registered model χ̂p. The distance between χp and another
point on the full-frame model χq is dpq, and, similarly, the distance between the points χ̂p









The other statistics are computed in a similar manner.
4.3.2 Data Set Analysis
Level Flight
This data set consists of moving the camera a few millimeters for each capture approx-
imately one meter away from the model landscape, and contains 150 texel swaths. The
camera maintained a relatively constant attitude, but a significant translation offset was
introduced part-way through the data set.
The parameters used for this optimization include σI = 0.001 (1.36 pixels), σĪ = 0.002
(2.72 pixels), and σλ = 0.001 m. No windowing was enforced, apart from that caused by the
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EO trimming. Convergence for the LMA was determined to be a 0.5% change in successive
error, with a maximum number of iterations set at 100. The EO image width (trim size)
was adjusted to determine the accuracy of the registration if fewer adjacent swaths are seen
with limited imagery. The registration results are shown in Table 4.1. This data set analysis
does not incorporate any fundamental matrix calculations.
The errors in the unregistered TDEM confirm the need for a registration algorithm to
create an accurate and visually appealing TDEM. These errors make the model look noisy
and jagged in a 3D view. In addition, the overlaid image has significant stitching seams.
Figure 4.8 shows TDEMs both before the optimization and after the optimization using
the 200 pixel trim size. The algorithm does very well for correcting the translation offset,
especially when the EO image width is quite wide. Visually, the large translation offset
is gone, and there are several minor adjustments to the other swaths making it visually
appealing. As the quantities in Table 4.1 suggest, these resultant TDEMs are accurate
using the full-frame model as a reference, and more accurate as the number of adjacent















5.24 40.1 40 Includes a significant
translation offset
200 0.690 4.08 4.10 Good registration, LMA
converged relatively quickly
180 0.493 4.13 4.11 Good registration
160 1.02 4.40 4.47 Noticeable errors, but good
registration overall
140 0.214 4.47 4.42 Noticeable errors, but good
registration overall
120 8.10 16.0 17.8 Significant errors






Fig. 4.8: Smooth flight data set registration. (a) Wire-frame before optimization. (b)





Fig. 4.9: Smooth flight full-frame reference texel image. (a) Wire-frame. (b) Textured.
Turbulent Flight
This data set consists of moving the camera a few millimeters for each capture ap-
proximately one meter away from the model landscape and contains 177 texel swaths. The
turbulence consists primarily of “roll” relative to the landscape. Figure 4.10 shows the
approximate amount of roll present in the data set. Considering the camera field of view is
approximately 40◦, the nearly 30◦ peak-to-peak roll is extreme, demonstrating the robust-
ness of the algorithm. This data set analysis does not incorporate any fundamental matrix
calculations.
The parameters used for this optimization are the same as for Section 4.3.2. The results
of these experiments are shown in Table 4.2. The errors in this experiment are greater than
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-8.32 28.4 28.1 Contains significant roll
260 7.48 8.83 11.5 Good registration
240 7.86 8.67 11.6 Good registration
220 4.94 12.0 12.9 Good registration locally,
but noticeable errors
200 4.71 12.6 13.4 Good registration locally,
but noticeable errors
180 1.31 15.1 15.0 Good registration locally,
but noticeable errors
160 1.05 13.1 13.0 Good registration locally,
but noticeable errors
Table 4.2: Error for Various EO Widths for Turbulent Flight Data Set
in the level flight experiment, however, the registration improved the error compared to the
unregistered TDEM.
Figure 4.11 shows the TDEMs both before and after the optimization, using the 240
pixels wide trim size. The quantities in Table 4.2 show that the registration significantly
improves the distance error variance from the case using only the GPS/AHRS data, despite
the presence of the camera roll. There are, however, artifacts from the roll, especially when
the trim size is small. These artifacts are the vertical movement of the swaths, making the







Fig. 4.11: Turbulent flight data set registration. Notice the significant roll motion. (a)
Wire-frame before optimization. (b) TDEM before optimization. (c) Wire-frame after
optimization. (d) TDEM after optimization.
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Flight with a Turn
This data set consists of 134 texel swaths. A large number of the swaths represent
a “turn” in the flight by about ninety degrees, as shown in Fig. 4.12. This data set is
interesting in several aspects. First, the turn presents a slightly larger challenge when
creating a homography between adjacent swaths than straight flight. This is because Harris
feature points and NCC are not-rotationally invariant. However, the rotation from swath
to swath in the turn amounts to only a few degrees, and the features and correlation do
not seem to be affected significantly. This data set is also different because the capture-
to-capture distances are larger than the other data sets; for a given swath trim size, fewer
swaths can be seen. This necessitates a larger trim size for a better solution.
Also significant in this data set is the “variety” of scenes from image to image. The other
data sets followed the model river, hovering over the edge of the model plateau. This data
set starts out like this, but turns and moves over the field which consists different coloring
and terrain. This affects the effectiveness of both feature-finding and NCC parameters
tuned for the given scene.
The parameters used for this optimization include σI = 0.001 (1.36 pixels), σĪ = 0.002
(2.72 pixels), and σλ = 0.001 m. No windowing was enforced, apart from that caused
by the EO trimming. Convergence for the LMA was determined to be a 1% change in
successive error, with a maximum number of iterations set at 100. The EO image trim
size was adjusted to determine the accuracy of the registration if fewer adjacent swaths are
seen. This experiment does not incorporate any rotation or translation extracted from the
fundamental matrix, but uses the fundamental matrix calculated from known rotation and
translation to help limit the number of putative correspondences that are compared when
matching Harris feature points. A small area is searched about each feature point to find
the best pixel match, which was not incorporated in the previous data sets. Table 4.3 shows
the registration results of this data set.
These results show the distance error is reduced after the registration. The error mean



















17.7 40.1 43.4 Contains vertical offset
errors
241 -7.6 13.4 15.3 Good registration
221 -8.2 14.0 16.0 Good registration
201 -7.1 15.0 16.5 Good overall, but one area
has deformation
181 -7.8 17.2 18.7 Good overall, but one area
has deformation
Table 4.3: Error for Various EO Widths for Turn Flight Data Set
The area with deformation occurs where the swaths are spaced farther apart, making image
processing techniques less reliable for smaller sizes. Visually, as shown in Fig. 4.13, the
registration improves over the unregistered data set significantly. There are some stitching
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seams due to color differences in the images. There is a “noisy-looking” area on the inside





Fig. 4.13: Flight with turn data set registration. (a) Wire-frame before optimization. (b)
TDEM before optimization. (c) Wire-frame after optimization. (d) TDEM after optimiza-
tion.
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4.3.3 Comparison to Photogrammetry
The results of the registration using photogrammetry alone was accomplished using
freely downloadable programs Pix4Dmapper Discovery [58] and Visual SFM [59] and done
on the turn data set. Visual SFM failed to produce an entire model using the trimmed
images in each case. Pix4Dmapper Discovery was able to produce an entire model, but left
some artifacts, as shown in Fig. 4.14. This photogrammetry-only technique did fairly well
given the size of the images. The most notable difference is the large section missing on the
plateau in Fig. 4.14a, as well as the edges of the data set. The surface shown is interpolated
from points, but there are “free” 3D points that don’t lie along the surface. However, there
is curving of the surface, as compared in Fig. 4.15, but this could probably be offset to some
degree using GCPs. There are no direct range measurements of the surface as there are
with a ladar system, and any depth measurements are inferred from the image disparity.
The model created by Pix4Dmapper Discovery cannot be numerically evaluated in the
same way as the quantities in Table 4.3 because correct scale is not present, and cannot be
recovered without GCPs.
4.4 Discussion
This algorithm works well for the given data sets. It is no surprise that the registration
works better with increasing swath width (more imagery information). The quality of the
seed to the LMA seems to affect the optimization considerably, especially when the swaths
are trimmed to a very small width. When there are small trim widths, there are more
significant errors in the registration. This is not surprising. When a given swath can see
only a small number of swaths, it is analogous to balancing a narrow board on a fulcrum; the
solution becomes ill-conditioned in the sense that large rotation and translation movements
cause only small changes in projection and range errors.
Each case took several hours to complete from start to finish. However, the code and
process has not been thoroughly optimized, especially when creating the final texture and




Fig. 4.14: Comparison of photogrammetry to texel swath optimization. (a) Pix4dmapper




Fig. 4.15: Side comparison of photogrammetry to texel swath optimization.
(a) Pix4dmapper Discovery results from the side. (b) Registered turn flight data set from
the side.
The fundamental matrix incorporation to estimate the image-to-image rotation and
translation, as described in Section 2.8.2, and using these estimates to create a seed from
cascading the estimates does not work well. This method seems to favor rotations over
translations, probably due to the fact that only adjacent relatively small trim-size images
are used. If this concept was extended to recovering camera pose using bundle adjustment
photogrammetry techniques, it may provide a good seed. This would require much more
computation, since the method would find a photogrammetry solution (such as that given
by Pix4dmapper), followed by the algorithm presented in Chapter 3.
There are some stitching seams that can be seen in the TDEM after registration, but
this is no surprise as the texturing was done in a rudimentary method. The texture looks
much better in the registered TDEM than its unregistered counterpart, just due to the
optimized point cloud.
A better metric, perhaps using surveyed points rather than a full-frame texel image,
would be beneficial to understanding how well the algorithm reduces error. The registration
is very pleasing for acceptably wide trim sizes.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
The texel camera concept is valuable as it allows for the calibrated and simultaneous
capture of range measurements and imagery. The preliminary results presented in this
document are promising and open many avenues of research interest.
5.1 Conclusion
The quality of landscape reconstruction using the methods outlined in Chapter 3 is
very pleasing. This method has the disadvantage of being computationally intense with
both the image processing and LMA operations.
The registration for the “straight and level” data set registered quite well. This shows
that when there is significant overlap and little or no perspective distortion from image-to-
image, the algorithm performs without issue. With the “turbulent” data set, the image-to-
image matching did not perform as well which seemed to cause some minor artifacts, such
as bulging, in the final reconstruction. The “turn” data set proves that the algorithm works
for a turn in the flight pattern as well as a variety of terrain. Overall, these results suggest
that with wider swath size and with mild-to-moderate flight turbulence, the algorithm can
find a useful textured digital elevation model.
One major drawback inherent in the problem is the near “collinearity” of the 3D
points relative to the cameras in space. This drawback is magnified when each swath can
see only a limited number of other swaths’ points. This means that although locally it may
register well, it does not register well globally. This can cause problems in the optimization,
especially if the seed is bad.
The cost function is advantageous because it reflects how the points are captured in the
texel camera: in projection-range coordinates. It is natural for 3D points to be represented
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in this way when measured from a point. One disadvantage to the partial derivatives in
the cost function is the computational complexity of the quaternion rotation and 3D-to-2D
projection.
Traditional photogrammetry techniques would have trouble doing 3D reconstruction
using the swath imagery alone, due to the dimensions of the images. However, this algo-
rithm proves that with additional 3D information (camera pose and measured range) these
problems can be mitigated.
5.2 Future Work
Typically areas of further work include optimizing the code to speed up the process.
Often, a speed optimization does not improve the quality of results, so the focus of future
work should be to improve the theory in the algorithm.
Further evaluation, involving other types of scenes, such as a canyon or cityscape should
be investigated. After the algorithm is verified for these types of scenes, it should be tested
on texel swaths taken from an actual aerial platform.
The optimization finds a local minimum that is far from the global minimum when
the seed of the algorithm is not good. It is important that the information going into the
optimization algorithm is good. Photogrammetry-only techniques could be used to do this
in a more sophisticated way than using image-to-image fundamental matrices which failed
in this research. Information about the actual location of the cameras can be used to find
the correct scale for the camera location and attitude found using photogrammetry, which
can then be used as a seed for the algorithm. Additional cost functions in the optimization
should be investigated to help with outliers.
In addition, the fundamental matrix could be incorporated, not only in the pre-
processing for the optimization but also in the optimization itself. All pairs of matching
projections must meet the epipolar constraint, and the epipolar constraint is not limited
to particular scene structures like a homography. In the cost function, the projection error
is minimized. If the fundamental matrix was used, distance to the corresponding epipolar
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line (Sampson distance) from the projection point could be minimized over the system (in
addition to the range error).
Another important fact to consider in the optimization is that a particular camera (or
image point, such as a GCP) may have coordinates known better than other cameras or
points. Naturally, more emphasis should be placed on these measurements.
Also, the error model does not address the ambiguity of small rotations and small
translations. That is, if a 3D point is moved a small amount, a small rotation and/or small
translation of the camera can be found to minimize the projection error. Because there
are many points in the system, it is hoped that the “average” correction will find the right
balance between rotation and translation.
One factor that is often under-emphasized is the optimal number of points to compute
homography and fundamental matrices, the threshold for NCC, the NCC window size, the
Harris feature parameters, and so on. Because the algorithm deals with a large number of
unique images in a given run, it is difficult to choose parameters that are good for the entire
data set. A procedure should be developed that allows for adaptation of parameters during
run-time to calculate the best parameter values for a given image or image pair.
Texturing the 3D point cloud is an involved task, and the method presented in Section
3.5 is rudimentary. Different stitching methods should be investigated, which may involve
blending techniques and the relative pose of cameras to individual Delaunay triangles cre-
ated from the point cloud.
Finally, this method relies heavily upon image-to-image processing concepts. If video
processing concepts can be applied frame-to-frame, the selection of projection points may
be more robust.
In summary, the strength of this algorithm lies in the optimization process, but the
quality of its output depends directly on the success of finding corresponding projection
points using image processing techniques. Overall, this algorithm is promising groundwork
for future research by making automatic texel swath registration fast, accurate, and reliable.
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